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UK OFFICE 
June 2012 REPORT 

Prepared by: Venessa Alexander 

  UK Director 

 
 

Tour Operators 

Touramerica 

Met with Marketing Manager Veronica Aherne who advised that their new website will 

launch in November 2012.  The website will allow expanded coverage including videos for 

all destinations. Videos are being uploaded now and site will be generally more image and 

video based. 

In addition to the new website is that there are going to be new marketing opportunities with 

Touramerica due to the fact that they have landed a sponsorship deal linked with Handball 

sporting events with GAA – Sporting association of Ireland. This will give them access to 

500,000 GAA database, 220 schools in Ireland and 3,000 Irish Sports Clubs. Handball will be 

an Olympic sport by the next Olympics and they are building a new sports facility in Dublin 

to cater for this. It is apparently female bias and appeals to Touramerica's demographic. 

Meeting also held with Tara Flanagan who heads up Marketing/PR for Touramerica Direct, 

the UK business. There will be a UK Business Development Manager for this product from 

September 2012.  They are aiming at 25-49 age/couples market and making a focus of their 

specialist knowledge of USA, ability for consumers to book online and competitive pricing. 

UK business was started over a year ago and has been slow to start but steadily improving.   

American Holidays 

Met with Dee Burdock, Product Manager who advised that American Holidays may not 

produce a general USA brochure for 2013.  Instead of their brochure they are planning to 

expand their website and produce tactical campaign brochures on particular destinations. 

Currently sales patterns are changeable and booking window remains short. 

North America Travel Service  

Meeting with Ruby Briggs, Director who introduced new Product and Marketing Executive 

Richard Smart.  There will not be many changes at all to the 2013 brochures or programme so 

most product will stay as is. The 2012 brochures were overhauled and redesigned by an 

outside design company so there is no need to do any radical changes looking ahead for 2013. 

They are looking into social networking opportunities re future marketing as well as benefits 

of using Brand USA with destinations and journalists.   

 

Thomas Cook/Gold Medal 
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Meeting held with Mark White, the new 'North America Product Manager' for Thomas Cook 

Scheduled Business and Gold Medal at their HQ in Preston. He heads up Thomas Cook 

Signature, Gold Medal, Pure Luxury and Net Flights.   

He advised that the Thomas Cook Signature brand is to go through a major overhaul in next 

year and he hopes to have extra brochure pages. This brochure will be out Nov 2012 for 

2013. They use ATI, Hotel Beds, American Ring and Bonotel in the main.  

Netflights and Gold Medal essentially have the same product but Gold Medal is trade only 

and Netflights is direct to consumer (although there is also Netflights Retail for agents). Gold 

Medal and Thomas Cook produce 250,000 room nights per year for USA. Top destinations 

are New York, Las Vegas and Orlando. The Thomas Cook Signature booking window is 9-12 

months and for Gold Medal is 1-6 months. Main competitors for Gold Medal are Travel 2 

and Trailfinders.  They also have 1,100 Retail shops between Thomas Cook and Co-op 

Travelcare. 

TUI Specialist 

A meeting was held with Sarah Lax, Head of Purchasing USA & Canada.  TUI have advised 

that they are changing their focus to be more about their website rather than brochures - they 

have been working on this the past 2 months and expect to launch the new site in April 2013. 

Sarah will be back in contact with us in the coming months as they would like some further 

advice on area hotels as they work through the new programme.   

Other Meetings 

 

Irish Visit USA Meeting 

 

Attended the Committee meeting in Dublin as part of DT Minich‟s UK and Ireland sales trip.  

DT provided an update on VSPC, Visit Florida and Brand USA. 

 

Rooster PR 

 

Met with Rooster during DT Minich‟s trip to London for face to face introduction and update. 

 

Irish Lunch 

 

Hosted the Irish Visit USA Committee to lunch as well as Gerry Boyle - Brand USA, Sue 

Marshall - Visit Florida and Pat Reede - United Airlines. 

 

TRADE LIAISON 

 

 VSPC & Busch Gardens VIP Event – The joint summer VIP Tour Operator Event 

with SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment which this year was held in Bruges, Belgium 

has now taken place and was a great success.  A total of 18 key clients from tour 

operators, airlines and attraction ticket suppliers joined us for a period of 2 days at this 

annual event.   

 

 Signed off artwork for a joint ad campaign with Spies in Denmark and Lufthansa.  

Several press adverts will appear during June. 
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 Liaison with Spies and the Film Commission re a Danish film crew who will be 

visiting SPC in July to shoot TV ads and footage for the Spies website. 

 

 Ongoing liaison with Rooster PR regarding PR activities.  Provided input regarding 

the media fam due to visit at the end of June which was cancelled due to Tropical 

Storm Debby. 

 

 Provided Visit USA Denmark with information about Restaurant week for their 

monthly newsletter. 

 

 Liaison with Visit Orlando, SeaWorld Parks and Universal Parks and Resorts re the 

preliminary itinerary for the Scandinavian Sales Mission. 
 

 Facebook Campaign– Launched the UK and Ireland Facebook campaign on 19
th

 June.  

Extensive liaison with Facebook agency Think! re ad artwork, the posts that will 

appear on the page during the campaign and the app to be used for the sweepstakes 

giveaway.  Also secured £50 vouchers from White Stuff clothing as an additional 

giveaway on the page. 
 

 The co-op marketing activity with Orlando Tourism and Barrhead Travel has now 

started.  Press advertisements have been finalised and some have already gone to print 

(including the Scottish Daily Mail and the Scottish Sun), banner and skyscraper ads 

are already on the USA home page section.  PPC spend, in-store window posters, 

social networking activity on their Facebook & Twitter pages is also on-going.   The 

annual Florida Sale day in their flagship retail store in Glasgow has also taken place.  

The final element to the campaign will be the direct mailer to 3000 of their 

customers.  Preparations on-going. 

 

 Virgin Retail – The retail campaign in partnership with Virgin Holidays/Virgin Retail 

& SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment has taken place.  The two week in store campaign 

took place at the end of June in the top 7 selling retail stores in the UK.  The 

campaign included an A4, 4 page pamphlet (in all of their 97 UK retail stores), digital 

video banners in the top 7 stores, an event in their flagship retail store in Kensington, 

London, Plasma screen content (in all 97 stores) as well as a staff incentive based on a 

£10 Love to Shop voucher to the agents for each holiday they booked to include St. 

Pete/Clearwater and a 3 park SeaWorld ticket.  Results to follow. 

 

 Provided Travel Republic with logos, copy and images for them to utilise in their July 

e-newsletter as they will be including our destination, free of charge, in this month‟s 

mailing. 

 

 Provided the Visit USA Association in Ireland with information, logos, brochure links 

and video content to include in their new re-vamped website.  In an effort to promote 

the launch of their new website they are featuring an advertising campaign with 98FM 

at the end of June.  They will also be offering a weekly competition to encourage 

consumers to join our mailing lists.   

 

 Contacted VUSA Ireland to discuss the possibility of taking part in their online 

training webinar for Irish Travel Agents.   
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 Assisted Funway Holidays with contact details for our office in St. Pete/Clearwater to 

liaise directly regarding a UK Travel Agent Fam trip they were escorting to the area 

in June 2012.   

 

 Discussions taking place with United Airlines to host a dedicated Irish Travel Agents 

Fam to our area towards the end of 2012. 

 

 Discussions taking place with Flexible Trips (part of the Thomas Cook Group) to 

secure training for their call centre staff in the autumn of 2012.  TBA. 

 

 Travel Uni –Finalised the process of updating our training programme with a view to 

roll this out with an incentive to encourage further sign up to the programme.  Also 

provided Travel Uni with comments and images from the recent Fam trip in 

conjunction with British Airways to see if they could include this in a future 

publication of Selling Long Haul. 

 

 Media Market Place – Supplied our UK PR Agency, Rooster, with St. 

Pete/Clearwater branded giveaways to utilise at the Media Marketplace exhibition in 

July. 

 

 Rooster PR – An update meeting has been scheduled with the UK PR Agency next 

month to discuss future activity. 

 

 

ENQUIRIES: 
 

Telephone/website enquiries for information and/or literature  51 

 

 

MARKET INTELLIGENCE: 

 

01 June 2012 – Source Travel Daily 

 

Thomas Cook looks ahead from ‘hectic six months’ 

Thomas Cook has said its UK turnaround strategy has made „good progress‟ with bookings 

up in the past four weeks after what its CEO called a „hectic six months‟. The group‟s CEO 

Sam Weihagen said he believes the company has been stabilised, including its pricing. 

“There has been a quick integration of our new discount discipline, with the average discount 

at 3% and not 5% as it was last year,” explained Weihagen. “Thomas Cook‟s price policy 

changed prices daily but created a lot of irritation and complaints with customers, but this has 

now been stabilised and hope to increase loyalty”. In its results in the six months up to 31 

May 2012, mainstream bookings in the UK are down 8% while its specialist sales are up 10% 

and average selling price has risen 4%. Consumer demand for Olympics packages is said to 

be strong, although weak bookings from the corporate market has dented its results. Some of 

its corporate packages will now be transferred to consumer breaks but will cause lower 

margins. Its seasonal losses were mainly hit by the French and North American markets, with 

Air Canada‟s new flights pushing back its Canada bookings. Bookings at the group are said 

to have improved in all markets since April, although generally summer bookings in the UK 

are down 1% but ahead of its capacity reductions with the load factor up 3%. 
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01 June 2012 – Source Travolution 

 

Travelzoo launches Android app 

Travelzoo is to introduce an Android app for the UK market following its successful launch 

in the US in February.  The app gives Travelzoo's 3 million UK subscribers on-the-go access 

to its travel, entertainment and local deals.  The Android app launched in the US in February 

and total downloads for all Travelzoo apps, including the iPhone app launched in late 2011, 

are now over 650,000 worldwide.   "Today‟s introduction of the Android app rounds out our 

first phase of Travelzoo‟s mobile strategy, where on-the-go subscribers can access deals on 

iPhone, Android and via a mobile web experience," said Dave Ambrose, Travelzoo's business 

development director, mobile.   "We have doubled our traffic from mobile devices from 10% 

to 20% over the past six months, so mobile will continue to be a very important part of our 

business.  Going forward in 2012, we will continue to build and deliver products that 

showcase Travelzoo‟s trusted content on tablets and through innovative apps." Travelzoo 

reports that mobile usage is highest among its UK and US subscribers. In April 2012, 20% of 

UK and US users accessed Travelzoo through mobile devices.  Following the launch of the 

Android app, Travelzoo subscribers can now access travel, entertainment and local deals in 

the palms of their hands with a new update to the critically acclaimed iPhone app and new 

mobile site for subscribers. 

07 June 2012 – Source Travelmole 

 

Thomas Cook staff could strike, warns union 

Thomas Cook staff could strike over pay and travel concessions warns union.  Unite said a 

strike action ballot of more than 900 staff is scheduled to start on 11 June and close on 9 

July.  The union has urged Thomas Cook to meet with staff to avoid industrial action and 

claims the operator has failed to address the workers" concern in talks.  The threatened strike 

action follows Thomas Cook‟s decision earlier this year to review its holiday concession 

scheme and introduce a pay freeze across the whole of the UK business.  Unite national 

officer for aviation, Oliver Richardson, said: "Staff are working hard in difficult 

circumstances, but feel let down by the imposition of detrimental changes and a pay freeze. A 

strike vote is a last resort.  "We would urge management to get back around the table and 

start to seriously address the concerns of staff over detrimental changes and a pay freeze, 

allowances and travel concessions."  Thomas Cook said it believes that of the 1800 cabin 

crew it has in the UK, only half are members of Unite.  A spokesperson for Thomas Cook 

UK & Ireland said: "We have asked all our staff in the UK for their understanding and 

support while we effect the necessary changes to return Thomas Cook to a position of 

strength in the UK.  "We have gained that understanding and support from the vast majority 

of our people. We believe that the cabin crew in the UK understand the challenges facing the 

business.  "It's hugely disappointing that Unite is attempting to scupper our UK turnaround 

plans but we remain available to talk to them." 

 

11 June 2012 – Source Travel Daily 

 

Funways’ Sandals by Funway and Florida 

Funway Holidays has released its Sandals by Funway brochure for 2012/13. Valid for travel 

between 15 August 2012 and 31 March 2013, the programme includes special offers 

including up to 45% savings and free nights. It includes all 13 of Sandals and three Beaches 

Luxury Included resorts and shows a new look to previous brochures. New 

http://www.travelzoo.com/uk/mobile/
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developments include the remodelled Sandals Grande Riviera Beach & Villa Golf Resort, 

Jamaica; renovations to Sandals Royal Bahamian Spa Resort & Off shore Island, Bahamas, 

its weddings programme and more.  In addition, Funway has launched its Florida 2013 

brochure. More extras have been added including free nights, free breakfasts and free lounge 

passes, as well as a few Disney Dining Plan (booked by 10 July for 1 Jan-8 Dec stays) and 

more. Eight new accommodation options are also included. 

 

11 June 2012 – Source Travelmole 

 

More airlines may go bust, IATA warns as losses deepen 

European airlines are teetering on the brink of financial collapse, with combined losses 

expected to exceed $1billion this year, the International Air Transport Association warned 

today.  Speaking at the Association's annual general meeting in Beijing, director general 

Tony Tyler said the problems facing European airlines had deepened over the past three 

months.  Losses for the full year are now expected to reach at least $1.1bn, $500m more than 

predicted in March.  If the banking crisis in Spain spreads to other countries, the losses could 

be even higher, said Tyler.  He said the recessions in Britain and Spain, combined with jitters 

over the eurozone, threatened "a major downward shift in economic prospects".  And IATA's 

chief economist Brian Pearce warned that if the recession sweeps across Europe, more 

airlines may go bust.  "I think there is a serious risk to the financial viability of some 

airlines," he said. "We have already seen some airlines go out of business and there is a clear 

possibility it will continue."  Tyler told IATA's annual general meeting in Beijing that the 

crisis in Europe was now a bigger concern among airlines than rising oil prices.  He said that 

high passenger taxes, including Air Passenger Duty in the UK, and "poorly thought-out" 

European regulations were hitting airlines. Several carriers were critical of Europe's carbon 

emissions trading scheme, which was extended to airlines in January. 

 

11 June 2012 – Source Travelmole 

 

Britons cancel holidays to support Team GB 

British Airways is claiming to have results of a study that show that Britons have cancelled or 

postponed holidays because of the Olympic Games.  With less than 50 days to go until 

London 2012, the airline said it had proof that 40% of Brits have already juggled their 

holidays around the event.  It said its study showed that one in 10 have cancelled their 

holidays and a further 10% have delayed booking a break this year in order to watch the 

Games.  An astonishing 89% of people surveyed in Northern Ireland said that  they would 

change their holiday plans to watch the Games. This was followed by 45% of people in the 

East Midlands and 39% of Londoners. However, London bus drivers are threatening to 

disrupt London 2012 by taking industrial action in a dispute over pay during the Games. Last 

week, 94% of members of the union Unite voted to strike, although the turnout for the ballot 

was only 38%, indicating any proposed industrial action might not have much support.  The 

drivers, who work for 21 privately-run London bus companies, are asking for bonuses for 

driving more crowded buses during the Olympic Games. 

 

12 June 2012 – Source Travel Daily 

 

Brits ‘delaying holidays until after Olympics’ 

British people will delay their summer holiday to see the Olympics this summer, according to 

new statistics. According to the data released by Amadeus and ForwardKeys, which includes 

all bookings from online and offline travel agencies, people are still keen to enjoy the Games, 
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with bookings before the opening ceremony date (27 July) down 5% on last year. Numbers 

three weeks after the games however, are up 10% year on- year, although generally 2% fewer 

will travel abroad this summer during the 2 July-2 September period. Despite media reports 

that plenty of rooms are available, Amadeus‟ research found a high level of occupancy for the 

opening and closing ceremony dates, up 7% compared to the same dates last year. Dates 

between 4 and 8 August also appear to be popular, when the finals will be taking place. 

Olivier Jager, CEO of Forward Data said the figures indicated a “probable impact of major 

events” and would allow travel sellers to “capitalise on the opportunity such an event offers”. 

Meanwhile those staying in the UK should expect to hear more American, German and 

Australian accents during the games period. Visitors from the USA comprise 19% of the total 

market share, although the BRIC nations - Brazil, Russia, India and China - and Asia 

generally has seen the strongest growth figures. 

 

13 June 2012 – Source Travelmole 

 

Holidaymakers shun countries worst hit by eurozone crisis 

Travel to Greece, Portugal and Italy has fallen sharply and Britons are even avoiding 

perennial favourite Spain, according to latest figures released by airports operator BAA. 

They show that there was an 11% drop in the number of people flying between Heathrow and 

Portugal and Greece last month and a 9% drop in the numbers flying between Heathrow and 

Italy. Travel between Heathrow and Spain was 2.5% down.  Overall, total traffic for all 

BAA's UK airports was down just 0.1% compared with May 2011, a drop which was 

attributed to last year's late Easter and the Royal Wedding which boosted travel in May 

2011.  BAA chief executive Colin Matthews said the decline in travel between the UK and 

the cash-strapped eurozone countries demonstrated why it was vital for Britain to build air 

links to long-haul destinations whose economies were growing.  "The continued resilience of 

our airports in the face of economic turbulence is encouraging. But the impact of the 

eurozone crisis is still being felt with sharp falls in passenger numbers to the worst affected 

countries and reduced cargo traffic.  "This is why the UK needs to urgently build better links 

to the countries whose economies are growing such as China, India and Brazil. But with the 

UK's only hub airport, Heathrow, already full, France and Germany are forging ahead and we 

are being left behind." 

British Airways chief executive Willie Walsh, a harsh critic of the Coalition's aviation policy, 

said this week they were "top of the list of governments who don't get it".   Speaking at the 

aviation industry's annual conference in Beijing, Walsh, who wants to see Heathrow 

expanded and air passenger duty cut,  said ministers were "doing everything they can to 

suppress and damage aviation", according to the Daily Telegraph. 

 

14 June 2012 – Source Travelmole 

 

Union furious about Thomas Cook job losses 

Union bosses have reacted angrily to news that Thomas Cook is to close its Bradford centre, 

putting 468 jobs at risk.  Manuel Cortes, leader of the TSSA travel union, said the move was 

scandalous.  "Thomas Cook is largely in the mess it is because of the mismanagement of 

former chief executive, Manny Fontenela, who  was paid an astonishing £15 million for 

driving the company  towards the very edge of the cliff," said Cortes.  "Now hundreds of our 

members are going to pay the price of that mismanagement with their jobs while he has 

ridden off into the sunset with all the loot. It is a scandal."  Thomas Cook said it was closing 

the centre to remove duplication within the business where a number of UK centres are 

carrying out the same role.  Out of the 537 employees, 69 are expected to be redeployed 
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nearby. The operator said 250 jobs are also likely to be created in Falkirk, Peterborough and 

Preston.  Thomas Cook is entering a 90-day consultation period with employees and unions 

but claims the proposed closure of Bradford was made after looking at all the options.  Ian 

Ailles, CEO Mainstream at Thomas Cook UK & Ireland said, "Thomas Cook is one of the 

largest employers in the travel industry, with 19,000 people working across the UK business. 

As part of the previously announced UK turnaround, we have regrettably today advised 

colleagues in our Bradford office that we‟re proposing to close it by March next year, 

relocating some roles to our other UK sites in Birkenshaw (near Bradford), Peterborough and 

Falkirk.  "We‟ve made a commitment to improve the profitability of the UK business and 

today‟s announcement is part of this, but what is also key to these proposed changes is the 

improved service level that will result for our customers. We looked at several options as part 

of our location strategy review and today's proposal is considered to be the most effective. I'd 

like to thank our colleagues in our Bradford site for their professionalism as we now enter a 

period of consultation."  Staff at the Bradford centre - which includes call centre staff, 

customer service staff and travel agent support - were told about the plans yesterday. 

 

14 June 2012 – Source Travelmole 

 

Cameron signals possible Heathrow U-turn 

Plans to build a third runway at Heathrow seem to be back on the Tory agenda.   Comments 

made by David Cameron in the Commons yesterday are being read as a sign that the party‟s 

policy is set to change.   Replying to a question by environmentalist and Richmond Park 

Conservative MP Zak Goldsmith, the Tory leader said: "We must not be blind to two 

important considerations - how we expand airport capacity overall and how we ensure 

Heathrow operates better."   Several national newspapers reported today that Tory sources 

have confirmed that there could be a U-turn but said the policy would not be changed until 

after the next general election in 2015.   The Conservatives opposed the development of a 

third runway at Heathrow in their last manifesto.  

 

14 June 2012 – Source Travel Daily 

 

Premier Holidays reports strong sales 

Premier Holidays saw an 8% rise in holiday bookings last month. The UK-based tour 

operator reported that holidays to Thailand (+17%) had performed particularly well, while 

US destinations such as Hawaii, California and New York had also  seen strong year-on-year 

growth.  "These figures mark an encouraging start to 2012," said Susan Papworth, managing 

 director at Premier Holidays.  "We attribute a lot of this growth to the rise in special offers 

from  high-end luxury hotels, free  nights and some reduced rates  throughout the year. 

Aggressive air fares, particularly with regard to business-class deals, has also encouraged 

passengers." 

 

15 June 2012 – Source Travel Daily 

 

Latest figures show travel is on the up 

Travel abroad and travel to the UK have both grown in the three months to April, according 

to the latest figures from the Office for National Statistics.  The estimated number of visits 

abroad by UK residents in the three months to April, seasonally adjusted, reached 14.1 

million, up 1% compared to the same three months last year.  Meanwhile there were 8 million 

visits to the UK by overseas residents, seasonally adjusted, up 4% when compared with 

2011.  Looking at the overall figures so far in 2012 - a period that is traditionally the quietest 
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for Britain - there has been a 6% increase in visits and a 5% increase in spend compared to 

the same period last year.  Patricia Yates, director of strategy and communications at 

VisitBritain, said: "Our £25 million GREAT image campaign has been running in key 

inbound markets around the world since February. That aims to entice a greater number of 

people to choose Britain for their next holiday and with the London 2012 Games on our 

horizons, we hope that these positive April figures are an early indication that our message is 

getting through." 

 

18 June 2012 – Source Travelmole 

 

Fair Tax on Flying launches major offensive 

The travel industry is launching a major offensive today in its battle against Air Passenger 

Duty.  It is calling on 100,000 people to email their local MP to support its Fair Tax on 

Flying campaign.  The lobbying group, which comprises more than 30 airlines, airports, tour 

operators and trade bodies, has also unveiled a new website - www.afairtaxonflying.org.  A 

template text has been put on the website so all visitors need to do is enter their postcode and 

email address to submit the email.  "I urge everyone who believes the tax on flying is too 

high to do something about it: send the website link to your friends, Tweet about the 

campaign and together let‟s spread the campaign far and wide to ensure as many people as 

possible support us in making our case to the Government," said Simon Buck, chief executive 

of the British Air Transport Association (BATA).  Luke Pollard, ABTA head of public 

affairs, added: "Holiday-makers and business travellers can join the call for this study by 

lobbying their MP. Research done by other European countries swiftly resulted in their air tax 

being reduced or removed and we are confident that a report in the UK would show this tax is 

damaging to growth."  In the last six years the Government has increased APD on short-haul 

flights in economy class by 160% and on economy "medium haul" flights by 220%.  New 

calculations by the Airport Operators Association (AOA) have found that a family flying 

from the UK in economy class now pays, on average, 3.75 times more in tax, than if they 

were making the trip from another country in Europe that levies an air passenger tax.  The 

campaign has already created a dedicated Facebook page 

www.facebook.com/afairtaxonflying to raise awareness of the tax and allow consumers to 

register their views. 

 

19 June 2012 – Source Travelmole 

 

BA tells Britons not to fly during Olympics in new ad campaign 

British Airways will launch a controversial marketing campaign this morning urging Britons 

to stay at home during the London Olympic Games this summer.  Launching at 11:00hrs 

exclusively on Facebook, the advert will tell Britons: "Don't Fly. Support Team GB". It will 

be followed by a TV commercial during tonight's Euro 2012 match between England and 

Ukraine that is expected to be watched by millions.  BA described the ad as "tongue in 

cheek" but it seemed likely to cause a further headache for outbound operators who were 

infuriated earlier this year by a government campaign to persuade Britons to holiday in the 

UK this summer.  However, ABTA did not appear antagonised by the BA advert that could 

potentially dissuade holidaymakers from travelling during the summer peak. An ABTA 

spokesman said: "Everybody in the industry is fully behind team GB at both the Olympics 

and Paralympics. The incredible domestic demand for Olympics tickets has shown that there 

is very little danger of our athletes lacking home support.  "Our own research show that the 

public are divided between those who at one extreme, have changed their holiday plans to 

stay in the UK and at the other, those who are leaving the country to actively avoid the 

http://www.afairtaxonflying.org/
http://www.facebook.com/afairtaxonflying
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games. Whatever customers choose it will be a summer to remember."  Details of the BA ad 

have been kept under wraps until this morning's launch, but it features a BA plane taxiing off 

the runway, out of the airport and through London to the Olympic Park to the soundtrack of 

London Calling by The Clash.  As the aircraft arrives at the Park, it features the tagline "Don't 

Fly. Support Team GB and Paralympics GB".  BA will repeat the message in national 

newspaper and on outdoor posters and on social media sites, including Twitter where it will 

use the hashtag HomeAdvantage.  In an online version of the ad, users can input their 

postcode and watch the aircraft taxi down their street.  Frank van der Post, BA managing 

director of brands and customer experience, said: "We‟re rallying the country to get behind 

Team GB and ParalympicsGB to capitalise on home advantage. Whether it‟s delaying your 

summer holiday, finding where to get behind the country with our "best sports bars abroad" 

guide, or cheering them on at Park Live at the Olympic Park - we are encouraging  every 

extra clap and cheer we can get." 

 

20 June 2012 – Source Travelmole 

 

Survey indicates last-minute rush for Olympic getaways 

Amadeus has today released data which shows that nearly one in five Britons is planning to 

go on holiday during the Olympics but nearly half have yet to book.  It found that of the 

2,000 adults questioned, 19% are planning to travel between July 27 and August 12, either in 

the UK or abroad, and 43% of these will be late-bookers.  The majority seemed to be hanging 

on in the hope of bagging a bargain, with a quarter of those quizzed saying that a reduction in 

the cost of a trip would encourage them to take a holiday. 

Diane Bouzebiba, managing director of Amadeus, UK and Ireland, said: "Whilst the Games 

undoubtedly present a very exciting prospect for lot of people, our survey shows that there 

are also plenty who are looking to get away - and nearly half of those haven't yet booked their 

holiday.  "With our data also revealing the huge appetite amongst the public for deals on 

travel, the Olympics clearly present a huge opportunity for travel agents in the UK." 

 

20 June 2012 – Source Travelmole 

 

Older travellers account for over half of holiday spend 

Older travellers account for over half of all holiday spending, with the trend only set to 

increase, according to a report by escorted tours operator Travelsphere.  It found those aged 

45-54 take more holidays abroad than any other age group, while 55-64 year-olds were the 

only age group to increase long-haul travel between 2008 and 2010, when the market shrank 

9%.  The "Frequent Flying and Globe Trekking Older Travellers Report", prepared in 

association with Mintel Research Consultancy, found that 40% of all long-haul trips in 2010 

were taken by 45-64 year-olds.  People over 65 are the most prolific of the 45+ market, with 

28% taking at least two foreign holidays a year compared to just 19% of all British 

holidaymakers.  The report also found that those over 55 are just as tech-savvy as the younger 

generation as two-thirds book their entire holiday online compared to 57% of under 45 year-

olds.  "What is clear from the research is that while current economic hardships have 

impacted harder on the holidaying habits of the under 45s, those over 45 still consider 

holidays essential," said Travelsphere parent Page & Moy Travel Group  "Two thirds of over 

55s see holidays as necessary spend, compared to only half of 45-54 year olds and 45% of 

under 45s."  Ian Smith, group CEO, said: "Many of today's older travellers have time, money 

and the internet at their fingertips to entice and enable.  The UK's older population is growing 

at the fastest rate, accounting for 17% of our population today, but is expected to rise to 23%  

by 2035, so older travellers will continue to dominate the tourism offering at home and 
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abroad."  John Carter, former presenter of TV holiday programme Wish You Were Here and 

a Travelsphere customer, said: "It's no surprise to me to discover older holidaymakers are 

taking over the world. We've got the time, interest and energy to search out destinations 

we've always dreamed of visiting." 

 


